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L’OPERA & GAIO
ST TROPEZ, FRANCE
EMEA

Located in the heart of St Tropez village,
France, on the waterfront at the marina,
that is littered with luxury yachts, are the
equally luxurious L’Opera restaurant, and
GAIO - a chic evening restaurant and
club. Open day and night, L’Opera offers
outside dining with views of the old town
and the church in the distance, while
inside, which is only separated by the
venue’s glass doors, diners and clubbers
are welcomed into a room full of chic
décor, boasting white and gold tones.
www.mondodr.com

L’Opera is operated by entrepreneur,
David Bremond, who also runs a
number of restaurants and bars on the
opposite side of the marina. David has
been familiar with Gerard Giraudon
of Colorsonic - the man known as the
audiovisual nightlife legend in these
parts - for many years. The pair have
worked together on multiple projects, and
Gerard makes contact with David ahead
of each new season in St Tropez, to make
a proposal for upgrades, as is normal for
entertainment outlets in the region. There
is a constant demand for renovations, so
that when the restaurant, bar or club is
reopened for the new season, visitors will
be treated to an exclusive new experience.
L’Opera is a restaurant for lunch and
dinner with cabaret style entertainment
including singers, dancers and musicians.
In the evening, there are two dinner
services, after which, the venue turns into
a small club with live DJ sets to finish off
the evening.
Gerard selected eight TW AUDiO M10
loudspeakers in a white finish to match
the décor at L’Opera. The M10 is fitted
with a 1.4-inch mid-high driver, enabling
a deep crossover frequency, and offering
sound with the best possible intelligibility
and directness. This directness was of the
upmost importance with this project, due
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to the glass doors, as controlling where the sound
is firing - as well as the sound level - plays a vital
role in avoiding reflections.
Gerard furthered: “The number of loudspeakers
installed at L’Opera means the system is played
very softly, it’s not playing in a loud or powerful
way. There is plenty of headroom, meaning we

can minimise the reflections by not firing too
much output at the glass surfaces.”
The M10’s are matched in quantity by the B14i
subwoofers, which are hidden under the tables,
podiums and in the banquets. “It’s a big bass in a
small unit, and it has proved very popular since
its creation,” Gerard added. They are the perfect

pairing for the M10’s and the additional four
TW AUDiO M8i cabinets that have also been
installed. Completing the line-up are six Void
Cyclone 8 loudspeakers, which are outdoors on
the terrace.
A combination of amplifiers from Powersoft
provide power for the PA, two X4 DSP ETH
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SOUND
L’OPERA: 8 x TW AUDiO M10 loudspeaker; 4 x TW AUDiO M8i loudspeaker; 8 x TW AUDiO B14i subwoofer; 6 x Void Cyclone 8 loudspeaker; 2 x Powersoft X4 amplifier; 2 x Powersoft Quattro 4804 amplifier; 1 x Ecler MIMO12-12SG digital matrix
GAIO:8 x TW AUDiO M12 loudspeaker; 4 x TW AUDiO M8 loudspeaker; 2 x TW AUDio B30 subwoofer; 1 x TW AUDio B18 subwoofer; 1 x
TW AUDio B15 subwoofer; 2 x Powersoft K3-ETH amplifier; 1 x Powersoft M28Q amplifier; 1 x Powersoft M50Q amplifier
LIGHTING & VISUALS
L’OPERA: 8 x Contest Lighting BEAM Dart 60i Infinity moving head; 8 x BEAMZ Init 180spot moving heads; 8 x BEAMZ Init 180beam moving head; 6 x Starway Archikolor Spot moving head
GAIO: 36 x Starway moving head; 4 x IMG STAGELINE RGBW 180W Zoom Wash moving head; 12 x Contest Lighting 15QC LED pin spot; 8
x Contest Lighting Dart 60i Infinity Dot fixture; 1 x Sunlite FC interface
www.opera-saint-tropez.com/gaio.club

•Above
TW AUDiO
M12’s
and M8’s
have been
installed in
and amongst
the gold
décor at
GAIO.

units and two Quattro 4804 DSP Dante
units, all with built-in DSP, sit alongside
an Ecler MIMO12-12SG digital matrix,
which provides routing from any input to
any output.
Lighting wise at L’Opera, David continued
to work with Gerard and similarly to
the audio, he wanted it to be in keeping
with the aesthetics of the white and gold
décor. Therefore, the intelligent lighting
fixtures also have a white finish. A total
of eight Contest Lighting BEAM Dart
60i Infinity moving heads were selected,
plus a further eight BEAMZ Init 180spot
moving heads, and eight BEAMZ Init
180beam moving heads. Together, they
help to create a party atmosphere later
in the evening when the venue is in club
mode. Outside, Gerard installed six
Starway Archikolor Spots, which again
are mainly used in the evening time when
the tempo rises.
Sitting atop L’Opera is GAIO, which is
owned by the Malortigue family of Le
Papagayo fame, but again, is operated
by David. The gold theme continues in
GAIO, although in a rather different style,
as it was important that both venues have
their own distinct identity. At GAIO

the décor is modern, yet has a 1920’s
influence, and it also features hints of the
past, linking to the original club that was
first opened back in the ‘60s. A nightclub
in its former guise, the newly named
GAIO is now a Japanese-Peruvian chic
evening restaurant and late-night club,
meaning yet again the audiovisual setup
needed to be flexible to cater for the three
different modes.
The new PA system was an upgrade to
the existing audio setup, as the nightclub
element wasn’t part of the original
concept for the new GAIO. But once the
reinvention had been decided Gerard was
called in to enhance the sound system.
He selected eight TW AUDiO M12’s and
four TW AUDiO M8’s, which are flown
horizontally and are distributed around
the perimeter of the room. A total of
four TW AUDiO subwoofers - two B30’s,
one B18 and one B15 - are distributed by
zone.
Gerard said: “For this type of venue, we
obtain the perfect sound perception at
all emission levels from the TW AUDiO
products.” Similarly to L’Opera, Powersoft
amplifiers were used at GAIO, they
come recommended by TW AUDiO and
www.mondodr.com

are equipped with presets for the TW
AUDiO product range. For GAIO, there
are two Powersoft K3-ETH amplifiers,
plus one M28Q and one M50Q processed
with a Lake LM-44.
Working in conjunction with the audio,
is a plentiful lighting inventory. The
fixtures have dual purpose, to highlight
the traditional architectural features
of the space, as well as ensuring the
space as a whole works dynamically. An
impressive 36 Starway moving heads
have been installed alongside four IMG
STAGELINE RGBW 180W Zoom Wash
moving heads, 12 Contest Lighting
15QC LED pin spots, and eight Contest
Lighting Dart 60i Infinity Dots.
The fixtures are controlled using a Sunlite
FC interface. Gerard said of the choice:
“The interface is easy to use, even for a
staff who have little technical knowledge,
they are still able to manage the lighting
system.”
These two sumptuous venues in an
idyllic location are bound to attract a
crowd based on that alone, but thanks to
Gerard’s input, clubbers and diners alike
are treated a to superb experience, no
matter which venue they choose.

